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The big idea . . .

• Regardless of first language where a young
person sits in terms of literacy development
on Alexander’s scale depends on the
intersection of the youth’s interest, culture,
identity, and skills/knowledge, and on . . .
– The text the person is reading
– The context in which the text is being read
– The purpose for reading
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Model of Literate Practice

Text Reader

Activity

Context

Broader
Context

Text structure,
vocabulary, print

style and font,
discourse, genre,

register, motivating
features

Word knowledge,
vocabulary knowledge,
background knowledge,
linguistic/textual
knowledge, strategy
use, inference-making
abilities, motivation,
identity

Environment, purpose, 
social relations, 
cultural norms, 
relationships, 

motivating features, 
identities

(e.g., schools, families, 
peer groups, 

academic content areas)
Cultural models, 

institutional practices, 
sociopolitical regimes

comprehension

Text reading, 
lab investigations, 

problem solving, etc.

The related idea . . .

• For English language learners—particularly
those new to the country—these
dimensions of literate skill, particularly the
world and domain knowledge dimension,
are uniquely intertwined with content area
learning.

Developmental Profiles Alexander, 2003

Highly
competent

readers

Seriously
challenged

readers
Effortful processors

Knowledge reliant
readers

Some general findings from a recent
study of Latino/a adolescents
• Evidence of strategic reading abilities
• Critical role of knowledge, interests, and identities

– Funds of Knowledge
• Ethnic, family, and community cultural knowledge
• Popular cultural knowledge
• Domain/disciplinary knowledge

– Interests and Identities
• Discourses
• Practices

• Evidence of social supports for reading
• Little sense of self as “reader” (more as writers than

readers), despite enactments of readerly identities
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One case:  Luis*  
• Ethnicity:  Latino
• Survey language:  English
• First language learned:  Spanish
• Language spoken at home:  Spanish
• City born:  Maravatio (Mexico)
• State born: Michuacan
• Country born: Mexico (Colorado)
• Favorite class:  “Computers, because I can tipe even better than the

last time and learn new things about the computer”
• Least favorite class:  “Social studies, because there are lots of words

that is new and I don’t now much about the country”
• Job aspiration:  engineer; Job expected: scientist
• Favorite book:  “The Dummy III, because is a dummy that is moving

youst to do bad stuf and now it has a gang”
• Are you a writer? What do you write?  “Spelling words so I can

remember the words”
*a pseudonym
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Luis’s Reading Process:  The Circuit
• I-Can you read the first two sentences out loud for me and tell me what

think this passage is gonna be about--
• X-Ok. (:57-1:22) student reading
• I-Ok what do you think this is gonna be about?
• X-Its gonna be about like man working in the fields with strawberries

picking up  putting them in the boxes and transporting it like where there’s
vegetables Randazzos or something

• I-Ok what makes you think all those things?
• X-Because it says um it says about strawberries and also people working

and then it said they don’t have enough boxes in order to put the
strawberries on.

• I-So what made you get to the place where you’re thinking about
transporting strawberries? That’s a very good thing to think but it’s not in
the text

• X-Because it says um boxes and you can like transport boxes in a car or a
truck or something or just take them somewhere so that’s where I get it

• I-So they take them somewhere for what?
• X-Yeah to put them um in stores. You have to put them in stores

Luis’s Reading Process:  Anime
Magazine

• I-Ok cool. We’ll be done with that one. Thank you. Now you told me you like to
read Anime. Right. Would you prefer to read Anime book or something out of  a
Anime magazine?

• X-I say Anime magazine to inform me
• I-You would like to read out of an Anime magazine to be informed
• X-Yeah
• I-Ok.  Pick an article in there that you might like to read. Take your time picking.
• There’s more than just Play Station keep going.
• X-This for all the systems
• I=What is it?
• X-Sometimes the magazines that I read has for most of them I get for Game

Cube and Wii because I have those systems
• I-And these are for what older systems is that what you’re saying?
• X-No its for some new systems like PS3 but I don’t have that one
• I-So you’re skimming I’m just gonna describe into the tape recorder what

you’re doing right now. You’re skimming this magazine cause you’ve never seen
it before. And you just told me  it was for all the systems what do you mean by
that?

• X-Well there’s some magazines that have like games for all systems for PS3, Wii
and Xbox 360 it has them all. So I look most of them at the systems that I have

Luis’s Reading Process:  Anime
Magazine
• I-Ok describe to me what you’re doing now. I’m very interested in

how you’re reading this magazine because you have very specific
thing that you do with these magazines. You look at this little box
then you just skim the first couple sentences you told me that it’s
for the Wii and its by Sega and that might make you interested in
reading it. So what are you doing now?

• X-Then after that I just read like the first  paragraph all of this and
read all of this and right here it says about like an alien syndrome
fighting and everything so I know what’s (25:43?) 21st century. So
in there I know its about like, and I also see the pictures and then it
says right here fighting and everything so I know she’s shooting
aliens and ok and everything and then I see the pictures right here
so I know what it is about

• I-Cool so then you read that much about the system and the
characters –I’m just trying to understand cause I don’t read Anime.
So then you match the characters to the picture and then you
decide if you’re gonna continue reading

• X-Yeah. And then after this like I know what it is about and
everything. I just leave it right there and pass to the next one

Luis’s Reading Process:  Anime
Magazine
• I-Cool ok go ahead and keep reading and tell me what’s going on
• X-(27:04-27:19) Student reading.
• X-Oh like it says game elements you must have like weapons and

everything and like plasmas weapons and everything-just-see-fire
types. So she must have a lot of water like missile that shoots
water or something so when it says elements I’m thinking about
water

• I-Cool you know you are doing an amazing think aloud and I’m not
even having to ask you. Thank you. And I’m learning a lot, so
keep going a little bit for me here.

• X-(27:50-27:55) Student reading.
• X-And then it says right here what is most about.  It says shooting

box and all that they meant by this aliens you know.  And right
here it starts saying about the story about the game.  Like game
includes her as she has failed to rescue and got beat up and drops
her into a qu-, drops her into a quincon, and its impossible so it
tells about the story of where you start . . .
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Luis’s Reading Process:  Anime
Magazine
• X-I picked out at the beginning for what systems are they

and then after that I look for what is it about?  And then
after that I look for the story what –like where it starts and
what happens and everything

• I-Ok so you’re kind of zeroing in on key words about the
story right now. And stopping to read those aloud to me.
How come you don’t want to read aloud to me?

• X-Oh its cause I read faster by like in my mind cause kind
of when I’m reading I’m kind of like mumbling when some
words that I don’t know

• I-I noticed but do the words that you don’t know does that
matter to you?

• X-No because in my mind I will just like –most of the words
I heard them but I don’t know how to say them with my
mouth so I know them in my mind so go like [gestures with
his mouth]

Luis’s Reading Process:  Anime
Magazine
• I-So is it like Anime jargon that you recognize but can’t

pronounce?
• X-Yeah I know
• I-Is that what it is? Like you recognize the word what it means but

you can’t pronounce it because it’s some weird Japanese anime
word?

• X-Well it’s not Japanese like I sometimes mumble some words
when--

• I-Like can you pick one out for me?
• X-Like demolition expert
• I-Ok what does demolitions mean?
• X-Like something, I …….like something destroying or something
• I-Mm ok but you didn’t bother to stop and pronounce that because

you knew what it meant?
• X-Mm (yes)

Conclusions

Where does Luis fall on Alexander’s
continuum? Is he . . .

– Seriously challenged?
– Effortfully processing?
– Relying on knowledge?
– Highly competent?

–Or all of the above?????

Highly
competent

readers

Seriously
challenged

readers

Effortful processors

Knowledge reliant
readers

•Waning intrinsic
motivation

•Poorly written text
•Dull or disconnected

text
•Unsupportive

contexts

•Knowledge, discourse,
and identity*

compromised contexts,
texts, practices

•Knowledge-rich
contexts

•Culturally situated
and mediated

practices and texts
•Domain-specific

strategy instruction

•Domain-specific
strategy instruction
•Accessible texts

•Identity-as-reader
supports
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Implications

• Vocabulary
• Knowledge development
• Domain-specific strategy teaching
• Motivating texts/motivating contexts

Some Important Teaching
Practices
• Prior Knowledge Elicitation Development
• Necessary Knowledge Development
• Oral to Written Language Connections
• Close Text Reading and Discussion

– Reading, Questioning, Analyzing Summarizing,
Visualizing, Synthesizing

• Writing for Understanding

For more information . . .

www.umich.edu/~moje


